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Opinion
The Foundation

Wheat has been unequivocally recognized as the major conduit to combat food security 
challenges envisioned for 2050 when the global populace is approximated to touch about 9.7 
billion. Paramount for meeting annual wheat yield increases projected at 1.7% have to be ways 
and means that deliver swift progressive enhancement numbers, that have been inconsistent 
so far. No matter what advancements occur in cutting edge science, if those outputs are not 
swiftly translated into tons per hectare via exploiting smooth multidisciplinary integrated 
crop improvement protocols, the desired applied targets will remain elusive. The enormous 
advances in molecular technology and the recent range of global quality publications offer 
us great impetus that the set targets covering food security, zero hunger, sustainability 
development goals shall be achieved. However, it is crucial that a unified research effort exists 
and operates in tandem either at one location or structured around partners that are target 
driven as dictated by the 2050 timed output constraints driven by climate change.

In essence, progress will be seen by integrating disciplines that execute the development 
program hand in hand via systematic crop breeding filial generation advance, where at each 
stage the technologies used permit efficient selective plant generation advance. Such a well 
integrated multidisciplinary wheat improvement program is a dire need as only then shall we 
be able to see outputs that hopefully deliver gains in a timely manner. Have yields plateud? 
How can this bottle neck be removed? No matter what the constraints, the ultimate measure 
of research progress will be yield enhancement on cultivation grounds that themselves will 
get limited versus time. When grounds become limiting, moving forward is a huge hurdle. A lot 
has been done using what had been available to give us the green revolution whereby major 
biotic and abiotic stresses were well addressed. Quantum increases in productivity emerged 
with experimental creativity in the mid-1960’s. A major innovative effort of the mid-1970’s 
was when winter/spring wheats were crossed generating the famous T1BL.1RS wheat/rye 
translocation wheats that spread far and wide, enhancing yield levels across the globe where 
these wheats were adapted. Stagnation since then necessitated that strategies to widen 
the genetic base were identified and exploited. Using novel genetic components; the initial 
approach was pursued in 1876 and extended into 1900’s. These initial academic investigations 
with limited success subsequently paved the way for a surge in experimentation in few global 
research centers and by early 1980’s “wheat wide crosses” had gained prominence. The basic 
success in wide hybridization countering cross incompatibility barriers was achieved and 
fortuitously limited practical gains emerged from a few hybrid combinations of which the 
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most significant were materials that were superior in germplasm 
performance [1]. 

These have been reported and reviewed in contributions of 
[2-8]. Missing was the need of a greater range of genetic diversity 
that could be exploited swiftly and cover a wide range of stress 
factors that are now linked with the hazards of climate change that 
penalize optimum food security projections [9]. Aegilops tauschii 
or goat grass emerged as the answer and during 1987 until 2004 
numerous genetic stocks called synthetic wheats were produced 
that offered from the over 1000 entries produced in few global 
locations, an arsenal of genes that are a gold mine of diversity 
capable of combatting food production constraints adequately. 
These genetic stocks had resistances and tolerances to almost all 
biotic/abiotic stresses and became the resource for facilitating 
molecular tool development [10-12]. The stocks are housed in 
several gene banks, are freely distributed and show great promise 
to be able to address wheat production attributes perfectly geared 
to combat the adversities of climate change. Apart from stress traits 
these stocks have enhanced yield per se by 22.7% based upon data 
gathered from field cultivation over numerous hectares through 
a cultivar CHAUNMAI 42 derived from a synthetic wheat cross 
combination [13].

Opinions and perceptions

Research is vital for generating quality platforms of outputs 
that is an agglomeration of three major facets encompassing basic, 
strategic and applied categories. These three facets require a 
common base where genetic diversity and its wise exploitation is 
paramount. Wise in the sense that researchers must recognize that 
experimentation cannot be open ended. The light at the end of the 
tunnel must be reached on time and impact seen if the demands 
for food security are well met and the complex environmental 
hazardous factors are circumvented. We feel that there is currently 
ample usable diversity generated and globally available that 
adequately covers the basic/strategic facets of a research program. 
From the outputs of these two segments stringently focusing on 
the third “applied” component is the need. The available genetic 
stock data elucidates with clarity what materials should be 
selected for applied operations that can swiftly provide returns 
that mitigate all major environmental hazards jeopardizing food 
security projections. This is not the time to delve further into basic 
science but instead astutely move forward towards achieving 
positive practical outputs by using smart selective strategies that 
harness the needed genetic diversity stored in gene banks and well 
catalogued if the annual gains [14] up to 1.7% are achieved leading 
us to the I billion tons production by the 2050 food security target. 
We opine that the smart course would be to thoroughly exploit the 
over 1000 D genome synthetics that provide the answer of excellent 
diversity for almost all major stress factors. These stocks are freely 
available, are user-friendly for breeding, integral to applications 
of the current molecular technologies and genetically excellent 

as genetic recombination with bread wheat is at a maximum. 
Literature is loaded with the resistance/tolerance information of 
these stocks and except for quality tolerance to aluminum toxicity 
the expanse of beneficial coverage of its alleles is profound. With 
this wealth we must ask the question “What is the need to take a 
big step backward towards basic research instead of focusing on 
the over 1000 plus synthetics of the D genome that fit the applied 
scenario and is the answer to deliver swiftly the outputs needed for 
the 2050 food security mandate”. We do not see the need to widen 
the D genome diversity as suggested by Mirzaghaderi and Mason 
[15] as by using other higher ploidy D genome genera the simple 
diploid level breeding effort will be confounded by the unrelated 
other genomes present and slow the breeding process.

Our perception is that this abundant D genome diploid based 
created diversity in spring and winter habits embraces wide 
pathogen and environmental stress coverage that governs global 
wheat productivity performance, has supporting value for mineral 
toxicity like boron, phytic acid variation, pre-harvest sprouting 
tolerance, insect/curl mite resistance, possesses novel desirable 
grain quality attributes, superb DNA polymorphisms used in 
molecular applications, micronutrient richness, and above all unique 
yield components essential for elevating productivity returns. This 
germplasm has the variation that can also enrich the durum wheats 
across one genome by cytogenetic manipulation and many samples 
possess multiple stress attributes that can speed up agglomeration 
of needed attributes. This strength of accessibility to enormous 
diversity of practical value easily recombined with wheat renders 
this progenitor genome resource as pivotal for wheat improvement 
and combat food security is our stance. Integral to this strategy is to 
speed up varietal development by the appropriately timed under-
utilized doubled haploid route to shorten the breeding cycle and 
exploiting its other practical additive values [16].
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